We suggest an extension of the gauge principle which includes tensor gauge fields. The extended non-Abelian gauge transformations of the tensor gauge fields form a new large group. On this group one can define field strength tensors, which are transforming homogeneously with respect to the extended gauge transformations. The invariant Lagrangian is quadratic in the field strength tensors and describes interaction of tensor gauge fields of arbitrary large integer spin 1, 2, .... It does not contain higher derivatives of the tensor gauge fields, and all interactions take place through three-and four-particle exchanges with dimensionless coupling constant. In this extension of the Yang-Mills theory the vector gauge boson becomes a member of a bigger family of tensor gauge bosons.
Introduction
It is well understood, that the concept of local gauge invariance allows to define the nonAbelian gauge fields, to derive their dynamical field equations and to develop a universal point of view on matter interactions as resulting from the exchange of gauge quanta of different forms [1, 2] . The fundamental forces -electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions -can successfully be described by the non-Abelian Yang-Mills fields. The vector-like gauge particles -the photon, W ± , Z and gluons -mediate interaction between smallest constituents of matter -leptons and quarks [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] .
The non-Abelian local gauge invariance, which was formulated by Yang and Mills in [1] , requires that all interactions must be invariant under independent rotations of internal charges at all space-time points 1 . The gauge principle allows very little arbitrariness: the interaction of matter fields, which carry non-commuting internal charges, and the nonlinear self-interaction of gauge bosons are essentially fixed by the requirement of local gauge invariance, very similar to the self-interaction of gravitons in general relativity.
It is therefore appealing to extend the gauge principle, which was elevated by Yang and Mills to a powerful constructive principle, so that it will define the interaction of matter fields which carry not only non-commutative internal charges, but also arbitrary large spins. It seems that this will naturally lead to a theory in which fundamental forces will be mediated by integer-spin gauge quanta and that the Yang-Mills vector gauge boson will become a member of a bigger family of tensor gauge bosons.
In the previous paper [23] we extended the gauge principle so that it enlarges the original algebra of the Abelian local gauge transformations found in [60, 61, 62 ] to a nonAbelian case. The extended non-Abelian gauge transformations of the tensor gauge fields form a new large group. On this large group one can define field strength tensors, which are transforming homogeneously with respect to the extended gauge transformations. The invariant Lagrangian is quadratic in the field strength tensors and describes interaction of tensor gauge fields of arbitrary large integer spin 1, 2, ....
The purpose of the present paper is to present a second invariant Lagrangian which can be constructed in terms of the above field strength tensors. The total Lagrangian is a sum of the two Lagrangians and exhibits enhanced local gauge invariance with double number of gauge parameters. This allows to eliminate all negative norm states of the nonsymmetric second rank tensor gauge field A µλ = A λµ , which describes therefore three physical polarizations: two symmetric polarizations of helicity-two massless charged tensor gauge bosons and antisymmetric polarization of helicity-zero charged B field.
The early investigation of higher-spin representations of the Poincaré algebra and of the corresponding field equations is due to Majorana, Dirac and Wigner [30, 31, 33] . The theory of massive particles of higher spin was further developed by Fierz and Pauli [32] and Rarita and Schwinger [34] . The Lagrangian and S-matrix formulations of free field theory of massive and massless fields with higher spin have been completely constructed in [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44] . The problem of introducing interaction appears to be much more complex [45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 56, 57] and met enormous difficulties for spin fields higher than two [51, 52, 53, 54, 55] . The first positive result in this direction was the light-front construction of the cubic interaction term for the massless field of helicity ±λ in [58, 59] .
In our approach the gauge fields are defined as rank-(s + 1) tensors 
where the infinitesimal gauge parameters ξ b λ 1 ...λs are totally symmetric rank-s tensors. The summation P ′ s is over all permutations of two sets of indices λ 1 ...λ i and λ i+1 ...λ s which correspond to nonequal terms. It is obvious that this transformation preserves the symmetry properties of the tensor gauge field A a µλ 1 ...λs . Indeed, the first term in the r.h.s. is a covariant derivative of the totally symmetric rank-s tensor ∇ 
where the tensor gauge fields are A These extended gauge transformations generate a closed algebraic structure. To see that, one should compute the commutator of two extended gauge transformations δ η and δ ξ of parameters η and ξ. The commutator of two transformations can be expressed in the form [23] [ δ η , δ ξ ] A µλ 1 λ 2 ...λs = − ig δ ζ A µλ 1 λ 2 ...λs (4) and is again an extended gauge transformation with the gauge parameters {ζ} which are given by the matrix commutators The field strength tensors are antisymmetric in their first two indices and are totaly symmetric with respect to the rest of the indices. By induction the entire construction can be generalized to include tensor fields of any rank s, and the corresponding field strength we shall define by the following expression:
where the sum 
The inhomogeneous extended gauge transformation (2) induces the homogeneous gauge transformation of the corresponding field strength (7) of the form [23] 
The symmetry properties of the field strength G a µν,λ 1 ...λs remain invariant in the course of this transformation. The polygauge invariant Lagrangian now can be formulated in the form [23] ; and so on. In order to describe fixed rank-(s + 1) gauge field one should have at disposal all gauge fields up to the rank 2s + 1. In order to make all tensor gauge fields dynamical one should add the corresponding kinetic terms. Thus the invariant Lagrangian describing dynamical tensor gauge bosons of all ranks has the form
where
.. are new invariant forms quadratic in field strength tensors (10) and g s are new coupling constants (g 1 = 1).
The first three terms of the invariant Lagrangian have the following form [23] :
., (12) where the first term is the Yang-Mills Lagrangian and the second and the third ones describe the tensor gauge fields A a µν , A a µνλ and so on. It is important that: i) the Lagrangian does not contain higher derivatives of tensor gauge fields ii) all interactions take place through the three-and four-particle exchanges with dimensionless coupling constant g iii) the complete Lagrangian contains all higher-rank tensor gauge fields and should not be truncated iv) g s are new coupling constants.
Enhanced Local Gauge Symmetry
The Lagrangian (10), (11) and (12) is not the most general Lagrangian which can be constructed in terms of the above field strength tensors (6) and (7). We shall see that there exists a second invariant Lagrangian L ′ 2 which can be constructed for the second-rank nonsymmetric tensor gauge field A a µλ = A a λµ and that the total Lagrangian is a sum of two Lagrangians L 2 + L ′ 2 and exhibits a new enhanced gauge symmetry (17) which allows to eliminate all negative norm polarizations of the nonsymmetric second-rank tensor gauge field A µλ .
The invariance of the Lagrangian
in (10), (11) and (12) was demonstrated in [23] by calculating its variation with respect to the gauge transformation (1) and (8), (9) . Indeed, its variation is equal to zero
But the Lagrangian L 2 is not a unique one, there exist additional Lorentz invariant quadratic forms which can be constructed by the corresponding field strength tensors.
Calculating the variation of each of these terms with respect to the gauge transformation (1) and (8) one can get convinced that a particular linear combination (13) forms an invariant Lagrangian. Indeed, the variation of the Lagrangian L ′ 2 under the gauge transformation (8) is equal to zero
As a result we have two invariant Lagrangians L 2 and L ′ 2 and the general Lagrangian is a linear combination of these two invariant forms Indeed let us consider the situation at the linearized level when the gauge coupling constant g is equal to zero. The free part of the L 2 Lagrangian
where the quadratic form in the momentum representation has the form
is obviously invariant with respect to the gauge transformation δA a µλ = ∂ µ ξ a λ , but it is not invariant with respect to the alternative gauge transformations δA a µλ = ∂ λ η a µ . This can be seen, for example, from the following relations in momentum representation:
Let us consider now the free part of the second Lagrangian
It is again invariant with respect to the gauge transformation δA a µλ = ∂ µ ξ a λ , but it is not invariant with respect to the gauge transformations δA a µλ = ∂ λ η a µ as one can see from analogous relations
As it is obvious from (14) and (16), the total Lagrangian L f ree 2
now poses new enhanced invariance with respect to the larger, eight parameter, gauge transformations
where ξ a λ and η a µ are eight arbitrary functions, because
Thus our free part of the Lagrangian is
or, in equivalent form, it is (20) and is invariant with respect to the larger gauge transformations δA
In summary, we have the following Lagrangian for the lower-rank tensor gauge fields:
Let us consider the equations of motion which follow from this Lagrangian for the vector gauge field A a ν 
Representing these equations in the form
µλρ , we can find the corresponding conserved currents
where I 
Thus on mass shell ∂ ν j At the linearized level, when the gauge coupling constant g is equal to zero, the equations of motion (25) for the second-rank tensor gauge fields will take the form
and, as we shall see below, describe the propagation of massless particles of spin 2 and spin 0. Indeed, it is easy to see that our equation reduces to the well known Fierz-PauliSchwinger-Chang-Singh-Hagen-Fronsdal equation for the symmetric part of the tensor gauge fields A a νλ
which describes the propagation of massless boson with two physical polarizations, the λ = ±2 helicity states. For the antisymmetric part A a νλ the equation reduces to the form
and describes the propagation of massless tensor boson with one physical polarization, the λ = 0 helicity state. Thus we have seen that the extended gauge symmetry is sufficient to exclude all negative norm polarizations from the spectrum of the second-rank nonsymmetric tensor gauge field A µλ . Using the gauge invariance (17) we can impose the Lorentz invariant supplementary conditions on the second-rank gauge fields A µλ : ∂ µ A a µλ = a λ , ∂ λ A a µλ = b µ , where a λ and b µ are arbitrary functions, or one can suggest alternative supplementary conditions in which the quadratic form (19) , (20) , (21) is diagonal:
In this gauge the equation has the form
and in the momentum representation A µν (x) = e µν (k)e ikx from equation (31) it follows that k 2 = 0 and we have massless particles. In this gauge we shall get
and can find the propagator ∆ γγλλ (k) from the equation
The corresponding residue can be represented as a sum
The first term describes the λ = ±2 helicity states and is represented by the symmetric part of the polarization tensor e µλ , the second term describes λ = 0 helicity state and is represented by its antisymmetric part. When k µ is aligned along the third axis, k µ = (k, 0, 0, k), we have two independent polarizations of the helicity-2 and helicity-0 particles 
with the property that e (η γλ ηγλ − η γλ ηγ λ ). The symbol ≃ means that the equation holds up to longitudinal terms.
Thus the general second-rank tensor gauge field with 16 components A µλ describes in this theory three physical propagating massless polarizations.
Interaction Vertices
We are interested now to analyze the interaction properties of the tensor gauge bosons prescribed by the gauge principle. The interaction of the Yang-Mills vector bosons with the charged tensor gauge bosons is described by the Lagrangian (22) L 2 + L ′ 2 . Let us first consider a three-particle interaction vertices -VTT. Explicitly three-linear terms of the Lagrangian L 2 have the form:
and in addition to the standard Yang-Mills VVV three vector boson interaction vertex
which in momentum representation has the form
we have a new three-particle interaction vertex of one vector boson and two tensor gauge bosons -VTT. In momentum space it has the form
Notice that two parts in (35) , which came from different terms of the Lagrangian L 2 , combine into the VVV vertex and the tensor ηάγ. It is convenient to represent the vertex in the form
We have also a three-particle interaction vertex VTT of one vector boson and two tensor gauge bosons in the second Lagrangian L 
so that in momentum space we have
Collecting two terms of the three-point vertex VTT together we shall get
Let us consider now four-particle interaction terms of the Lagrangian L 2 + L ′ 2 . We have the standard four vector boson interaction vertex VVVV
and a new interaction of two vector and two tensor gauge bosons -the VVTT vertex,
which in the momentum space will take the form
The second part of the vertex VVTT comes from the Lagrangian L ′ 2 :
which in the momentum representation will take the form
The total vertex is
4 Third-Rank Tensor Gauge Fields
2 ) contains the third-rank gauge fields A a µνλ , but without the corresponding kinetic term. In order to make the fields A a µνλ dynamical we have added the corresponding Lagrangian L 3 presented at the second line of the formula (12) . But again the Lagrangian L 3 is not the most general invariant which can be constructed from the corresponding field strength tensors. There are seven Lorentz invariant quadratic forms which form the second invariant Lagrangian L ′ 3 so that at this level the total Lagrangian is a sum (12):
where the field strength tensors (7) are The terms in parenthesis are symmetric over λρσ and λρσδ respectively. The Lagrangian L 3 is invariant with respect to the extended gauge transformations (1) of the low-rank gauge fields A µ , A µν , A µνλ and of the fourth-rank gauge field (3)
and also of the fifth-rank tensor gauge field (3)
where the gauge parameters ξ νλρ and ξ νλρσ are totally symmetric rank-3 and rank-4 tensors. The extended gauge transformation of the higher-rank tensor gauge fields induces the gauge transformation of the fields strengths of the form (9) Using the above homogeneous transformations for the field strength tensors one can demonstrate the invariance of the Lagrangian L 3 with respect to the extended gauge transformations (8) , (49) and (49) (see reference [23] for details).
Our purpose now is to present a second invariant Lagrangian which can be constructed in terms of the above field strength tensors. Let us consider the following seven Lorentz invariant quadratic forms which can be constructed by the corresponding field strength tensors
Calculating the variation of each of these terms with respect to the gauge transformation (8) , (49) and (49) of the forth term is
of the fifth term is
of the sixth term is
and finally of the seventh term is
Some of the terms here are equal to zero, like:
νλρρ . Amazingly all nonzero terms cancel each other. In general one should construct all invariant quadratic forms for all tensor gauge fields. A regular way of construction of all invariant Lagrangians at every level is not known to the author, with exception of the case of infinite series of particular invariants presented in [23] by the formulas (10) and (11).
Extended Polygauge Groups
We have three possible extensions of the Yang-Mills gauge group. The first extension was defined by the equations (1) and (2) . It allows definition of field strength tensors (6) and (7) transforming homogeneously with respect to the extended gauge transformation (8) and (9) .
The second extension was also defined in [23] for the higher-rank tensor fields A λ 1 ...λs which are totally symmetric tensors. In that case the gauge transformation (1), (2) should be modified in order to respect the symmetry properties of the tensor fields. Therefore the extended gauge transformation (1), (2) was symmetrized over all indices as follows: 
and the gauge parameters form the same algebra as before (5). Therefore we concluded that the symmetrized gauge transformations also form a closed algebraic structure [23] . The third extension of the gauge transformations with double number of gauge parameters can be defined as follows: and also forms a closed algebraic structure.
Conclusion
The transformations considered in the previous sections enlarge the original algebra of Abelian local gauge transformations found in [61] (expression (64) in [61] ) to a nonAbelian case and unify into one multiplet particles with arbitrary spins and with linearly growing multiplicity. As we have seen, this leads to a natural generalization of the YangMills theory. The extended non-Abelian gauge transformations defined for the tensor gauge fields led to the construction of the appropriate field strength tensors and of the invariant Lagrangians. The proposed extension may lead to a natural inclusion of the standard theory of fundamental forces into a larger theory in which standard particles (vector gauge bosons, leptons and quarks) represent a low-spin subgroup of an enlarged family of particles with higher spins.
As an example of an extended gauge field theory with infinite many gauge fields, this theory can be associated with the field theory of the tensionless strings, because in our generalization of the non-Abelian Yang-Mills theory we essentially used the symmetry group which appears as symmetry of the ground state wave function of the tensionless strings [61, 60, 62] . Nevertheless I do not know how to derive it directly from tensionless strings, therefore one can not claim that they are indeed identical. The main reason is that the above construction, which is purely field-theoretical, has a great advantage of being well defined on and off the mass-shell, while the string-theoretical constructions have not been yet developed to the same level, because the corresponding vertex operators are well defined only on the mass-shell [62] . The tensor gauge field theory could probably be a genuine tensionless string field theory because of the common symmetry group, and it would be useful to understand, whether the string theory can fully reproduce this result. Discussion of the tensionless strings and related questions can also be found in [63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80] .
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